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    Only through a certain channel can insurance applicants obtain insurance products, 
which meets insurance applicants’ need and fulfils the goal of insurance companies. The 
transferring of insurance products from insurance companies to applicants is referred to the 
marketing channel, the selection of which has a direct effect on the planning and implement 
of other strategies. If the improper channel is chosen, not only will the operating expense 
increase, but also sales of insurance products will suffer a loss. 
    Marketing channels, considered as lifeline of insurance companies, are very important 
because it is the bridge connecting the insurer and the insured and is the channel thought 
which insurance products reach the insured. But as far as what competitive strategy shall be 
adopted, specialists have very different views. Some support direct response marketing, some 
agree to use insurance agent and insurance broker, and some advocate developing web 
insurance, and so on. 
    With the development of contemporary market environment and modern technology, 
individualities of consumption needs are the situation that insurance companies have face so 
that their marketing channels shall be diversified. In the future, as competitions between 
companies occur not only in the field of products but also in the field of distribution channels, 
The unique sustainable core competitive ability becomes the goal that administrators of 
insurance companies pursue with every effort Building the competitive edge of marketing 
channels is the effective way to maximizing the profit, dominating the market, and earning 
the sustainable competitive ability.  
The article consists of five chapters. 
    The first chapter is mainly about the introduction of insurance marketing channels. 
    The second chapter analyzes the market of the life insurance that faces to opportunities 
and challenges. 
    The third chapter carries on the analysis of present situation of life insurance market and 














    The forth chapter, through the example of Pin an life insurance company, researches the 
strategy of insurance companies marketing channels. 
    The fifth chapter summarizes the article and puts forward the opinion and advice.  
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图 1   寿险营销活动示意图 
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